SPRING INTO STYLE

From the hottest, freshest looks straight from the catwalk to new season accessories that
are top of every fashionista’s wishlist, Sands Shoppes has it all and more. Simply head
down to Shoppes Cotai Central, Shoppes at Four Seasons, Shoppes at Venetian and
Shoppes at Parisian to discover what spring has in store.

Jacket by
Alexander
McQueen

Pink handbag
by Coach

Onesie by
Diane von
Furstenberg

SEASONAL
SELECTIONS
Skirt by
Zara

Bold and bright, floral and fabulous –
it’s time for spring style!

Hat by
Michael Kors
Sunglasses
by Balenciaga
Heels by
Giuseppe
Zanotti

PENHALIGON’S PORTRAITS FRAGRANCES
As floral aromas waft from fresh spring flowers, there’s no better time to
adopt a new scent, and Penhaligon’s has just the ticket. The British perfume
house has just added two new members to its Portraits Collection. The
intriguingly named The Ingenue Cousin Flora is an effusive, ebullient and
invigorating fragrance that is citrus fresh with sophisticated woody notes
and comforting elements of musk. Alternatively, why not try The Impudent
Cousin Matthew? It blends mandarin with rich patchouli in a mix that is
sparkling and fresh, vibrant and modern. These are scents to be savoured.
K8, Level 2, Shoppes at Four Seasons (+853 2899 9860)

THIS SEASON AT CERRUTI 1881
The new collection from CERRUTI 1881 embodies the sense of the season –
fresh and flowing with a sense of rebirth. Fashion-forward gents will love the
classic cuts, patterns and pieces that have been sourced from the archives of
the timeless menswear brand, blended with inspiration taken from traditional
Japanese textile design. Contemporary design and deconstructed tailoring
allow for a look that is comfortable yet sophisticated and well suited to spring.
Shop 1220, Mezzanine Level, Shoppes at Four Seasons (+853 2899 9820)
Shop 322a, Level 3, Shoppes at Parisian (+853 2877 0389)
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